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Mobile Service Cloud



Customer Contact Software
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Conversational AI Cloud



AI Chatbot & Voicebot Builder
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Mobile Marketing Cloud



Marketing Campaigns & CDP
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Ticketing



Visitor Management for Events & Venues
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Sign



E-Signature Software









	

Connectivity Platform
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SMS



Worldwide Text Messaging
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Business Messaging API



One API, All Channels
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Voice



SIP Trunking & Voice API
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One Time Password



Two-Factor Authentication Solution
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Online Payments



For Webshops & eCommerce
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POS Payments



Fixed & Mobile Terminals
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QR Payments



Mobile Payments via QR code
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WhatsApp Business
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Google's Business Messages
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RCS Business Messaging
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Apple Messages for Business
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Customer Service



Build exceptional customer service experiences across channels






	



Marketing & Sales



Personalize and automate marketing and sales communications






	



IT & Operations



Streamline operational processes and improve digital experiences
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Conversational AI Cloud




Automate Conversations and Ease Service Pressure



Design and deploy AI-powered chatbots across all channels efficiently with a single application - no coding needed.



Request a demo
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Empower Self-Service





Enable customers to resolve issues without speaking to a human agent















Provide 24/7 Support





Be available to customers no matter the time of day or night















Grow Without Costs





Scale your customer service support without additional operational costs














Easily Build Your Own Chatbot With AI


Set up and fuel your chatbot with accurate content in minutes. Conversational AI Cloud scans your website, PDFs and other knowledge sources to provide quick, accurate AI-generated answers without training, configuration or creating additional chatbot pathways.
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Deploy in Hours Not Weeks



Simply connect your website or knowledge sources and your chatbot is ready to go.








Customize to Your Tone of Voice



Personalize your chatbot to the tone of voice and style of your company.








Human Like Conversations



Create human-like conversations and move away from rigid chatbots with AI.
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Customizable Chatbots That Put You in Control



Customize your chatbot's responses and control dialogue flows with an easy-to-use drag-and-drop builder, enabling you to ensure accurate, high-quality conversations for your customers.

Request a demo
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Simply Drag-and-Drop



Design, launch and maintain automated conversations with ease.
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Integrate Existing Solutions



Utilize your existing technology stack with plug-and-play integrations.
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Control Your Answers



Monitor and safeguard through pre-build conversations to ensure the right responses.














Goodbye Siloed Solutions.

Hello Engagement Platform.


Conversational AI Cloud seamlessly integrates with our suite of service and marketing tools to create a unified experience for both your customers and team members. It effortlessly works with our Mobile Service Cloud, Customer Data Platform and more.
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Data & AI



Utilise data and intelligence at the core






Utilise data and intelligence at the core



Our Engagement Platform has data built into its core to power intelligent, personalised and accurate conversations across all your applications and channels.



Discover more
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Unified best-of-breed solutions






Unified best-of-breed solutions



Our Engagement Platform combines our marketing and customer service solutions with advanced AI features to create seamless, personalised end-to-end customer journeys.



Discover more
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Conversational Channels



Omnichannel by design






Omnichannel by design



Our Engagement Platform integrates across all Conversational Channels, including WhatsApp and Instagram, so you can deploy your channels on any channel. 



Discover more
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Here's What Our Customers Have To Say
















Since the launch of ‘Sofia’, customer satisfaction rates increased by 29%. We were impressed by CM.com’s hands-on approach to identifying the best solution for DFS, as well as the strength and agility of their chatbot technology and ease of use for both employees and customers.




Kai Bentley, Technology Business Partner















Gifty, our chatbot, captures and helps manage 60% of frequently asked questions, allowing live agents to focus on personalised advice. This way, we can swiftly address any inquiry, even during December, our busiest month.




Anne-Louise, Junior Conversation Designer















CM.com's customer service solution gives us the flexibility to stay ahead of the curve and communicate with our customers. This means we can respond to live chat messages via the website within 18.2 seconds on average, increasing our Happiness Rating to 89%.




Marieke van Helvoirt, General Manager
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Recognized - Accredited - Secured
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From Startups to Enterprises



✔ Basic - From €500,-
Easily create a Generative AI Chatbot that generates responses from your own information, across all channels and smoothly transitions to live agents.
✔ Pro - From €1800,-
Build AI Chatbots with control and customisation through a Multi-Engine NLU, an easy-to-use dialogue builder without coding, and robust analytics.
✔ Enterprise - Request pricing
Implement AI Chatbots with role-based access, audit logs, revision tracking, and IP whitelisting to ensure top-level security and compliance.
Want to see Conversational AI Cloud in action? Fill out the form to request a free demo given by one of our experts.























Find Answers to Your Questions












What is Conversational AI?
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Conversational AI technology enables computers to engage in natural text conversations with customers, utilizing data, natural language processing, and machine learning to mimic human interactions. A prime example of Conversational AI in action is a chatbot facilitating instant, personalized responses to customer queries about products or services.

Learn more










What is an AI Chatbot?
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An AI chatbot is a computer program simulating human communication, widely employed in diverse online scenarios, from customer service to sales. Advances in technology have elevated chatbots from basic, rigid tools to sophisticated systems that engage users in a remarkably human-like manner.

Learn more










What is a Generative AI Chatbot?
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A Generative AI chatbot draws on input from websites, PDFs, knowledge centres and other knowledge sources to generate dynamic responses, eliminating recognition issues, ensuring a hassle-free conversational experience and preventing the need to predefine answers. Generative AI enables instant chatbot set-up and generates contextual answers based on the preferred tone of voice aligned with your brand.

Learn more










What is a Voicebot?
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A voicebot, or 'Conversational IVR,' is an AI-driven conversational agent using natural language understanding and voice recognition (speech-to-text). It interprets human speech, responding in everyday language with the help of a text-to-speech engine. Beyond familiar AI assistants, like Alexa or Siri, conversational interactive voice response (IVR) is increasingly popular in customer service as a prevalent form of conversational AI.

Learn more
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Oct 23, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Decoding the Struggles of Acquisition and Retention

In life, they say percentages don't matter, but in marketing, they are everything. The customer journey, spanning from acquisition to retention, is a path filled with potential incremental drop-offs at every touchpoint. A confusing experience here, an ill-timed communication there, and suddenly, your conversion rate is plummeting.
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Oct 16, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Voicebots: The Emerging Force for Customer Service

Voicebots are growing in popularity and are arguably one of the biggest Customer Experience trends of the moment. But what exactly are voicebots? And how can they help your business? Discover our Conversational IVR Solution and read all about voicebots in this blog.
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Sep 08, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Omnichannel Chatbots: Create Once, Offer Everywhere

Chatbots spent a decade-plus as a technological sideline: nestling at the corner of websites, roaming the odd FAQ, inviting people to click with a hopeful link. They weren’t a big part of the customer experience. But now – suddenly – they’re everywhere.
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Aug 30, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



How Generative AI Supercharges Your Customer Service

Meeting customer expectations remains customer service's biggest challenge. Speed, convenience, and qualitative assistance seem to be the most important aspects to achieve this. With the power of Generative AI, customer questions can be identified, categorized, and resolved more quickly. Besides, your organization is continuously fed with data to improve the entire customer journey. Learn more about the Power of GenAI for Customer Service in this blog.
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Jun 30, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Fast Event Visitor Support at Formula 1 Heineken Dutch Grand Prix

When you go to any event, questions might arise. How do you get there? Where can you find your tickets? And where will you stay? For some questions, you prefer instant support from the organization. Swift and smooth. In this article, we’ll show how the Formula 1 Heineken Dutch Grand Prix will always help you in the best way possible.
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Jun 25, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Chatbots in Action: WhatsApp Chatbots

Facebook. Instagram. TikTok. There’s a rainbow of social media channels available to customers today. Some are visual; some are about connecting with friends; others are more business-like. But if there’s a single channel that spans communication in all its varieties, it’s Meta-owned WhatsApp.
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Jun 22, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



CM.com's Next Steps into Generative AI: Upcoming Releases for 2023

The market for generative AI has experienced significant growth, with over $14.8 billion of venture capital invested in startups building their products on Large Language Models like OpenAI’s ChatGPT and other generative AI tools. The space is witnessing a boom, evident from the high number of website domain registrations in the field every week. The key challenge for most companies is to find out what’s going to propel their businesses.
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Mar 21, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Implementing Large Language Models and Generative AI, CM.com’s first features

Today CM.com has introduced a major release for its Conversational AI Cloud and Mobile Service Cloud. In our Conversational AI Cloud, we introduced generative AI for generating conversational content and completely overhauled the way we do intent classification, further improving Conversational AI Cloud’s multi-engine NLU. Meanwhile, our teams have been working hard to introduce conversation summaries in CM.com’s Mobile Service Cloud.
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Feb 28, 2023 • 

Conversational AI



Unlocking the Potential of ChatGPT and Large Language Models: A Product Manager's Perspective

With the advent of ChatGPT, it feels like we’re venturing into a whole new world. Everyone can ask questions and give commands to what is perceived as an “omniscient” chatbot. Within a single week, it acquired 1 million active users. Big Tech got shaken up with Google introducing their LaMDA-based “Bard” and Bing Search incorporating GPT-4 with Bing Chat. There seems to be no limit to the enthusiasm. But what is ChatGPT? What does it mean for businesses? We discussed this with Arman van Lieshout, Product Manager at CM.com for our Conversational AI Solution.
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Choose Your Region

Select a region to show relevant information. This may change the language.
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Our Suggestion







United States

English













Is your region not there?
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Global


English













Africa
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South Africa

English















Asia
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China

中文













Hong Kong SAR China

中文













India

English













Japan

日本語













Kazakhstan

русский













Singapore

English













United Arab Emirates

English













United Arab Emirates

العربية















Europe
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United Kingdom

English















North America
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United States
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South America
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Brazil

Português
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Global


English
















Is this region a better fit for you?
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